I Try!

As you walk through the Lakeshore Museum Center, try to find and do all these experiences!

**Coming to the Lakes** (Lower Level)
- Touch the Mastodon Fur
- Lay in the Fur Traders Bed
- Watch one of the videos
- Feel the Mastodon tooth

**Science Center** (Lower Level)
- Build a block tower
- Use the Microscope
- Find and feel the Bear Skull
- Play the Xylophone

**Habitats Gallery** (Lower Level)
- Pet the Skunk fur
- Feel the turtle shell
- Find all of the animals on a habitat sheet
- Find where the walking stick is hiding

**Michigan: From the Depths of Time** (Lower Level)
- Feel the Petoskey Stone
- Compare the Mastodon and Mammoth tooth
- Touch the Giant Beaver skull
- Feel the Dinosaur skull

**Body Works Gallery** (Upper Level)
- Put together Mr. Bones
- Roll and do what the exercise dice tell you
- Do one of the stoplight activities
- Try some yoga